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Response of atomic spin‑based 
sensors to magnetic 
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Searches for pseudo‑magnetic spin couplings require implementation of techniques capable of 
sensitive detection of such interactions. While Spin‑Exchange Relaxation Free (SERF) magnetometry 
is one of the most powerful approaches enabling the searches, it suffers from a strong magnetic 
coupling, deteriorating the pseudo‑magnetic coupling sensitivity. To address this problem, here, we 
compare, via numerical simulations, the performance of SERF magnetometer and noble‑gas‑alkali‑
metal co‑magnetometer, operating in a so‑called self‑compensating regime. We demonstrate that 
the co‑magnetometer allows reduction of the sensitivity to low‑frequency magnetic fields without 
loss of the sensitivity to nonmagnetic couplings. Based on that we investigate the responses of both 
systems to the oscillating and transient spin perturbations. Our simulations reveal about five orders 
of magnitude stronger response to the neutron pseudo‑magnetic coupling and about three orders 
of magnitude stronger response to the proton pseudo‑magnetic coupling of the co‑magnetometer 
than those  of the SERF magnetometer. Different frequency responses of the co‑magnetometer 
to magnetic and nonmagnetic perturbations enables differentiation between these two types of 
interactions. This outlines the ability to implement the co‑magnetometer as an advanced sensor 
for the Global Network of Optical Magnetometer for Exotic Physics searches (GNOME), aiming at 
detection of ultra‑light bosons (e.g., axion‑like particles).

In optically pumped magnetometers (OPMs), measurements of external magnetic fields rely on detection of 
energy-level shifts/spin precession arising from Zeeman  interaction1. However, if nonmagnetic interactions 
similarly affect the energy levels, OPMs can also be used to detect those interactions. This enables the application 
of optical magnetometry to searches for anomalous spin-dependent interactions.

Currently, OPMs are used to search for physics beyond the Standard Model in a variety of experiments (see, 
Ref.2 and references therein). A particular example of such OPMs application is the search for microscopic-range 
spin-dependent interactions, indicating a possibility of existence of axion-like particles (ALPs), which are one of 
prime candidates for the dark  matter2. OPMs are also used to search for transient nonmagnetic spin couplings, 
which could arise due to interaction with macroscopic objects made of ALPs, in particular, Q-balls3, topological 
defects (e.g., domain walls) of ALP  field4, or ALP-field pulses generated in cataclysmic astrophysical events (e.g., 
black-hole mergers)5. These transient couplings are targeted by the Global Network of Optical Magnetometers for 
Exotic physics searches (GNOME)6–8. Heretofore, the GNOME consists of various OPMs, originally developed 
for ultra-sensitive magnetometry in globally distributed locations. This leads to several challenges when searching 
the data for global transient signals. First, due to a different nuclear-spin content of atoms used in specific sen-
sors, they are characterised with different sensitivity to exotic spin  couplings9 (coupling to protons and neutrons 
could be, in general, different). Second, the implemented OPMs are characterised with different bandwidths, 
sensitivities, and local noise floors, which complicates data  analysis10. Third, the magnetometers were designed 
to maximise the sensitivity to magnetic fields. Uncontrolled and uncompensated magnetic-field perturbations 
are detrimental to the sensitivity to other couplings. These issues triggered work to upgrade conventional OPMs 
in the GNOME with a sensor less sensitive to magnetic fields but highly sensitive to nonmagnetic spin couplings.

A specific example of a sensor, being predominantly sensitive to nonmagnetic spin couplings, hence well 
suited for searches for physics beyond the Standard Model, is an alkali-metal-noble-gas co-magnetometer 
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originally developed by Romalis and  coworkers11–13 and later studied extensively by other  researchers14–18. 
Such a system operates based on coupled evolution of the magnetizations of noble gas (NG) and alkali-metal 
(AM) vapour. Both can achieve a high percentage of polarisation as AM can be optically pumped, whereas 
polarisation of the NG can be generated via spin-exchange collisions with the optically polarised  AM19. In the 
co-magnetometer, the vapour cell is heated above 150◦ C to achieve a sufficiently high AM density, such that 
relaxation due to spin-exchange collisions, which is one of the main mechanisms of AM polarisation relaxation 
and hence one of a limiting factor to spin-coupling sensitivity, is suppressed. This is the so-called Spin-Exchange 
Relaxation Free (SERF)  regime20. Furthermore, for the alkali-metal-noble-gas co-magnetometer the effect of 
low-frequency magnetic drifts can be suppressed by application of a carefully chosen bias magnetic field. If the 
bias field is approximately equal to the sum of AM and NG magnetization fields, the system retains high sensi-
tivity to both electron and nuclear nonmagnetic spin couplings, but becomes insensitive to low-frequency mag-
netic-field changes. Such self-compensating co-magnetometers have already been used for tests of the Lorentz 
 symmetry21–23, setting limit on the neutron coupling to light pseudoscalar  particles24, and spin-mass interaction 
of  fermions25. In all of those applications, however, the signals of interests had low frequencies (typically below a 
few Hz), for which the response to magnetic fields is almost entirely suppressed and the system is only sensitive 
to nonmagnetic spin couplings. Since the GNOME targets transient signals, a question of the co-magnetometer’s 
applicability to such searches is important and well motivated. Additional interest in co-magnetometer systems, 
in the context of searches for transient effects, arises from the possibility for quantitative distinguishing between 
magnetic and nonmagnetic transients. This was originally considered for precise rotation sensing with NG-AM 
co-magnetometers12 but can be extended for other scenarios.

In this work, we analyse the alkali-metal-noble-gas co-magnetometer in the context of its response to time-
dependent electron and nuclear spin perturbations, and we compare the results with the response of the AM SERF 
magnetometer. Our theoretical analysis is based on numerical solution of differential equations describing the 
coupled evolution of the AM and NG. We use Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) to simulate the response of 
atoms to spin perturbations in the absence of noise and we provide analytical models, which reproduce numerical 
results. The discussions concern the responses of both, SERF magnetometer and co-magnetometer, to magnetic 
fields and pseudo-magnetic spin perturbations, where in the latter case we independently consider the effects of 
electron, proton, and neutron spin perturbations. These allow us to determine the frequency and phase responses 
of both devices. Finally, we compare the response of the co-magnetometer and SERF magnetometer to transient 
effects of both magnetic and nonmagnetic nature. We show that differences between the co-magnetometer 
frequency responses for different spin perturbations allows identification of nonmagnetic transient effects even 
with a single sensor. These additional signatures of the nonmagnetic transient effects can be utilised to decrease 
the false-positive event rate in searches with the GNOME network.

Methods
Numerical models. In this section, we describe the theoretical models used to simulate the response of the 
SERF magnetometers and co-magnetometers to magnetic and nonmagnetic spin perturbations.

SERF magnetometer model. In a conventional SERF magnetometer, a spin-zero NG can be used as a buffer gas. 
The buffer gas limits diffusion of the atoms towards the cell walls (the AM atoms are depolarised in wall colli-
sions), which increases the polarisation lifetime but, it does not produce any magnetisation. Thereby, to simulate 
a response of such a magnetometer to a spin perturbation, we implement an approach based on the solutions 
of the Bloch  equation26 with inclusion of nonmagnetic spin couplings (for more details see Additional informa-
tion). The equation describing the AM polarisation P of atoms subjected to an external magnetic field B and 
circularly polarised light can be written as

where γe is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, s is the optical pumping vector, Rp is the pumping rate, Re
c is the 

polarisation-relaxation rate, q is the slowing-down factor, which is a function of the nuclear spin of the AM and 
its polarisation P . The vectors be and bAMN  are the nonmagnetic electron and nuclear spin perturbations, respec-
tively, given in the magnetic units (pseudo-magnetic field).

Co‑magnetometer model. In the co-magnetometer, a polarised AM and NG (in this case NG with nonzero 
nuclear spin is used, so its nuclei can be polarised) occupy the same volume inside of a spherical glass cell. Then, 
the response of the co-magnetometer to magnetic and nonmagnetic perturbations is determined by a set of cou-
pled Bloch equations (the so-called Bloch-Hasegawa equations)11 with inclusion of nonmagnetic spin perturba-
tions (for more details see Additional information)

where Pe and Pn stand for the electron polarisation of the AM and nuclear polarisation of the NG, respectively, � is 
the coupling-strength factor for interaction between the two  polarisations27, Me and Mn are the maximal possible 
magnetisations of AM and NG, and γn is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio of NG, Re

c and Rn
c  are the electron and 

nuclear polarisation-relaxation rates which take into consideration relaxation due to various interatomic spin 
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destruction collisions and collisions with a walls of a cell. Rne
se  and Rne

se  are rates of the polarisation transfer in spin 
exchange collisions form NG to AM and from AM to NG, respectively. The nonmagnetic nuclear perturbation 
of the NG spins is denoted by bNGN .

In this work, we consider the system dynamics over a time scale much shorter than the characteristic time of 
NG-AM spin-exchange collisions, t ≪ (Rne

se )
−1 . Thereby, in Eq. (2), we neglect the term Rne

se P
n , which charac-

terises the back action of NG on AM. In fact, in our description we use the steady-state polarisations of AM Pe0 
and NG Pn0 with total relaxation rates for both AM and NG ( Re and Rn , respectively)

For simplicity of the model, in the simulations both the steady state polarisations and relaxation rates are assumed 
to be independent.

With such a parameterisation the Eq. (2) have the following form

In order to fully capitalise on the co-magnetometric capabilities (self-compensation of slow magnetic fields), here 
we consider the operation in the self-compensating regime, which is achieved when a static magnetic field Bc

is applied to the  system11 (here we assumed that the initial AM and NG polarisations are oriented along the z 
axis).

Nuclear spin content and sensitivity to neutron and proton spin perturbations. Due to the 
composite nature of atomic nuclei, the nuclear response may arise due to coupling to protons, neutrons, or a 
combination of both. Therefore, the effective pseudo-magnetic fields bAMN  and bNGN  can be divided into parts: bp 
affecting the protons and bn acting on the  neutrons9

where i may stand for either AM or NG. These pseudo-magnetic fields are determined by the nonmagnetic field 
� and coupling constants χn and χp characterising the coupling to neutrons and protons, respectively 

 where j indicates either proton or neutron, σj corresponds to the proton or neutron fraction of the nuclear spin 
polarisation of AM and NG (denoted with upper indices), µB is the Bohr magneton, µN is the nuclear magneton, 
gS is the AM Landé factor, and gK is the NG nuclear spin g-factor. Equation (7) show that the effective pseudo-
magnetic fields for the NG are generally different from those for the AM. Thus, for the simulations or interpreta-
tion of results, it is convenient to introduce scaling factors ηj which allows comparison between the response of 
the SERF magnetometer and the co-magnetometer to nonmagnetic spin couplings of the same strength

where the scaling factors are

In the simulations presented in this paper, we consider the responses of the magnetometers to the perturbation 
of the same coupling strength. This approach takes into account the scaling factors defined in Eq. (9). One can 
find a more detailed discussion of the nonmagnetic spin couplings in the SERF and the co-magnetometer in 
Additional information.

Simulation parameters. In the case of both, the SERF and co-magnetometer, the spin polarisation is 
monitored through measurements of the AM-polarisation projection on a given direction (here it is the x axis). 
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As in both systems the atomic species are initially polarised along the z axis, both magnetometers are primarily 
sensitive to perturbations along y (the sensitive direction is determined by the torque generated by the external 
fields, rotating the spins around the sensitive direction). Specifically, it can be shown from Eqs. (1) and (4) that 
the magnetic or pseudo-magnetic field applied along y rotates the initial polarisation in the xz plane, which 
results in a change of the polarisation projection on the x axis. At the same time, a field applied along the x axis 
generates rotation in the yz plane, therefore the projection of the polarisation on the x axis remains unchanged.

In the simulations, we assume that the SERF magnetometer operates using 39 K atoms and the co-magnetom-
eter operates using a 39K-3 He mixture. Parameters of potassium vapour are chosen to be exactly the same for 
both systems, so we can properly compare the sensitivity. The concentration of the alkali metal is equal to 1014 
cm−3 , which corresponds to saturated atomic K vapour at 190◦ C. The concentration of 3 He is 1020 cm−3 , which 
corresponds to 3.5 amg. The assumed total relaxation rates Re

=1200 s−1 for potassium and Rn
= 5 · 10−5 s−1 

helium, corresponding to a lifetime of about 6 h, well reproduce the experimental conditions. The steady-state 
polarisation of the AM is Pe0 =0.5, which ensures the highest amplitude of the co-magnetometer  response21, and 
also corresponds to typical experimental conditions. Polarisation of the NG is chosen to be Pn0 =0.05, which cor-
responds to typical experimental conditions. These parameters lead to the compensation-field value of −131 nT. 
The other simulation parameters (a complete list) is given in Additional information.

In case of 39 K and 3 He the relation between the effective magnetic fields for the AM and the NG generated 
by the same nonmagnetic perturbation defined in Eq. (9) leads to the following scaling factors 

 where the nuclear spin content information was taken from Ref.9.

Results and discussion
Frequency response to different spin perturbations. In this section, we compare responses of the 
SERF magnetometers and co-magnetometer devices to various spin perturbations. We analyse the response of 
the devices by investigating their signals when perturbed with an either magnetic or nonmagnetic periodic y
-oriented field A

where A0 is the amplitude and ν is the frequency of the field. For the simulations, we assume that the amplitude 
of the perturbation is low enough so that the co-magnetometer continuously operates in the self-compensating 
regime. To analyse the response, the simulated data are fitted with the function

where S0 , φ and f are, respectively, the amplitude, phase, and frequency of the fitted signal. To avoid distortions 
in the fit, we ignore transient phenomena at the beginning of the simulations and just fit the dynamical steady-
state data.

The fitted amplitude and phase of the signals arising due to magnetic, electron nonmagnetic, neutron non-
magnetic, and proton nonmagnetic perturbations are shown in Fig. 1. For perturbation amplitudes A0 small 
enough to provide a linear response of the system, the numerical results (points) are in good agreement with 
results of simulations performed within an analytical model. In our model, it was assumed that the AM and NG 
longitudinal components of the polarisation are not affected by the perturbation, i.e., the longitudinal polarisa-
tions are constant over time, being equal to steady-state polarisation. For more details about analytical solutions 
see Additional information.

A key feature of the co-magnetometer in searches for pseudo-magnetic spin couplings is its suppressed sensi-
tivity to low-frequency magnetic-field perturbations. This is clearly visible in the data presented in Fig. 1a. At the 
lowest frequencies, the response amplitude of the co-magnetometer to the magnetic field is roughly four orders 
of magnitude lower than the response of the SERF magnetometer. This difference decreases at higher frequen-
cies reducing to zero at about 4 Hz. Since compensation is provided by the NG, which adiabatically follows the 
field changes, and, at the compensation point, the atoms are only experiencing a field proportional to their own 
magnetisation, Bi ≈ Bc + �Mi′Pi

′

0 = �MiPi0 , the frequency at which the SERF and co-magnetometer magnetic 
responses are equal is determined by the NG Larmor frequency. Shifting the compensation point towards higher 
frequencies requires increasing the NG magnetisation, which can be achieved by either increasing the NG 
concentration or the polarisation. Both may be challenging experimentally. For higher frequencies the response 
of both systems has the same amplitude, since outside of the self-compensating regime the co-magnetometer 
response is predominantly determined by the AM. Thereby, the AM polarisation in the co-magnetometer starts 
to behave in the same way as the free-AM polarisation in a usual SERF magnetometer.

There is a remarkable difference in the phase response of the two devices (Fig. 1a). For magnetic field frequen-
cies below the NG Larmor frequency (4 Hz), the response of the co-magnetometer is phase shifted by about π , 
and it decreases sharply above that frequency, eventually becoming similar for both devices. For lower frequen-
cies, the difference is due to the NG that compensates the magnetic field and no such compensation is present 
in the SERF magnetometer. For higher field frequencies the magnetic response of both devices is determined by 
the AM, so the observed dependencies are similar.
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When analysing the response of the co-magnetometer to nonmagnetic nuclear perturbation, it should be 
first noted that, unlike in the case of magnetic perturbation, the nonmagnetic nuclear perturbations are not 
compensated. Therefore, in that case, there is no reduction of the response amplitude at lower frequencies. To 
the contrary, the amplitude response to pseudo-magnetic nuclear perturbations of the co-magnetometer is sig-
nificantly stronger than the response of the SERF magnetometer (Fig. 1c,d). In particular, for frequencies below 
4 Hz, the co-magnetometer response is roughly five orders of magnitude stronger for the neutron nonmagnetic 
perturbation (Fig. 1c), about three orders of magnitude stronger for the proton perturbation (Fig. 1d) and even 
though it deteriorates for higher frequencies, it still remains significantly larger than for the SERF system. Such 
dissimilarity is related to the difference in effective pseudo-magnetic fields experienced by NG and AM spins 
[see Eq. (10)]. Note, that the co-magnetometer has high sensitivity to the nuclear spin perturbations. Specifically, 
because of the high concentration of the NG, the response of the co-magnetometer is predominantly determined 
by the gas. In turn, the large concentration difference between the NG and AM concentration (about six order 
of magnitude) is responsible for much higher sensitivity of the former to the nonmagnetic nuclear couplings. 
Moreover, the high concentration and hence the high, compared to AM, magnetisation of the NG atoms (despite 
the 5% polarisation of NG) ensures efficient transfer of the NG-spin perturbation to the AM polarisation. There-
fore, the NG magnetisation-mediated nuclear coupling significantly increases the amplitude of the response 
of the co-magnetometer to nonmagnetic nuclear perturbations. An additional cause of the difference in the 
response to nuclear perturbations stems from the different nuclear spin contents of the 39 K and the 3 He  nuclei9. 
Contribution of the proton polarisation in 39 K is roughly four times larger than in the case of 3He. In contrast, 
the neutron polarisation has an about 24 times bigger contribution to the nuclear spin of 3He, than it contributes 
to the nuclear spin of 39 K. The difference in neutron and proton spin fractions in 3 He nuclear spin also leads to 
different response amplitudes of the co-magnetometer to proton and neutron perturbations.

The phase response of the co-magnetometer is similar for both the neutron and proton pseudo-magnetic 
perturbations. Specifically, below 4 Hz, the phase shift between perturbation and response is close to π and it 
drops to about zero for higher frequencies. While for frequencies above 100 Hz the two responses differ, it should 
be noted that this frequency range is well beyond the bandwidth of the co-magnetometer, where amplitude of the 
response drops by several orders of magnitude. At the same time, the phase response of the SERF magnetometer 
is the same for magnetic and nuclear nonmagnetic perturbations, being zero at lower frequencies and monotoni-
cally shifting toward −π/2 for frequencies beyond the bandwidth of the magnetometer.

Figure 1.  Numerically calculated (dots) and theoretically simulated (lines) amplitude and phase responses of 
the SERF (red) and co-magnetometer (blue) magnetic (a), electron nonmagnetic (b), neutron nonmagnetic (c), 
and proton nonmagnetic (d) perturbations.
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The response of both devices to the electron nonmagnetic perturbation is similar at most of the frequencies 
with a distinct exception of the frequency corresponding to the NG Larmor frequency (4 Hz) (Fig. 1b). Such a 
behaviour is not surprising since, in both cases, the electron coupling perturbs the AM electron spins. On the 
other hand, differences in the response of the systems at the NG Larmor frequency arise due to the coupling 
between the perturbed AM and the NG atoms.

Co‑magnetometer response to transients. It was shown in the previous section that the response of 
the co-magnetometer to nonmagnetic nuclear couplings is much stronger than that of the SERF magnetometer. 
Therefore, below we only focus on analysis of the response of the co-magnetometer to transient magnetic and 
nonmagnetic perturbations.

As a generic example, we take a temporal Lorentzian perturbation of the amplitude �0 and half-width �t , 
centred at the time t0 , which is directed along the y axis (this can be easily generalised for any pulse shape)

Such a definition allows keeping the amplitude of the pulse constant while varying its width (note that here the 
energy of the pulse is not preserved). Since here we are only interested in temporal parameters of the response, 
the proton and nuclear couplings are not considered independently but they are treated as a generic nuclear 
coupling. We simulated 200-s long responses of the co-magnetometer to the perturbations of different origin 
and the shape given by Eq. (13), centred at t0 = 100 s. We assumed the same amplitude of pulses in effective 
pseudo-magnetic field units for all types of the perturbation to be small enough that the co-magnetometer con-
tinuously operates in self-compensating regime. For all results we numerically calculated the integral over the 
response of the system and the energy of the signal within the simulated window. Results, presented in Fig. 3, 
are discussed below in details.

In the previous section, we have shown that the co-magnetometer frequency responses for magnetic and 
nonmagnetic spin couplings are different. In particular, the compensation of low-frequency magnetic field in the 
co-magnetometer results in a suppression of low-frequency components of the pulse [Fig. 2b (top)] manifesting 
itself in a response of the co-magnetometer to perturbations of different nature [Fig. 2a (top)]. The results show 
that the response significantly deviates from the Lorentzian shape of the magnetic pulse; the pulse is slightly 
longer and its shape is significantly distorted. At the same time, the distortion is much smaller both in the case 
of electron and nuclear perturbations, which is a manifestation of the absence of such compensation for pseudo-
magnetic spin interaction. Suppression of the low-frequency components leads to a weaker response of the device 
to the magnetic pulse with a spectrum within the self-compensation band. This is shown in Fig. 3, where the 
pulse integral and its energy are presented versus the pulse length. On contrary, no such behaviour is observed 
for nonmagnetic pulses, where low-frequency components are not suppressed [Fig. 2b (top)]. These results are 
confirmed with the simulations for a wide range of pulse widths; the longer the pulse, the more prominent is 
the divergence in energy between the response to magnetic and nonmagnetic perturbations (Fig. 3). For 1-s 
long pulses, the difference is more than five orders of magnitude, and it grows for longer pulses. As for the pulse 
widths around 0.01 s, the response energy is comparable for all types of perturbations, since for the short pulses, 

(13)�t = y
�0�t2

(t − t0)2 +�t2
.

Figure 2.  (a) Temporal responses of the co-magnetometer to pseudo-magnetic electron (dotted line), pseudo-
magnetic nuclear (solid line) and magnetic (dashed line) spin perturbations. The bottom subplot shows the 
50-ms Lorentzian-shaped perturbation common for all types of couplings. (b) Spectra of the co-magnetometer 
responses to pseudo-magnetic electron (dotted line), pseudo-magnetic nuclear (solid line) and magnetic 
(dashed line) spin perturbations assuming the same amplitude of the perturbations in effective pseudo-magnetic 
magnetic field units. For the reference, the bottom subplot shows spectrum of 50-ms Lorentzian pulses. All 
spectra were obtained with Fast Fourier Transform of 200-s long time series of the responses and perturbation.
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a significant fraction of the pulse spectrum is at higher frequencies, where response is comparable and large for 
both magnetic and nonmagnetic perturbations.

The suppression of the low-frequency magnetic field in the co-magnetometer provides another remarkable 
feature of the system; the integral over the co-magnetometer signal is significantly suppressed for magnetic field 
perturbations when integrated over time intervals significantly longer than the pulse width (for the presented 
results 200-s-long integration window have been used). In contrast, the integral is finite for nonmagnetic spin 
perturbations. For the simulated co-magnetometer system, assuming that the value of the effective pseudo-
magnetic field is the same as the magnetic field, the difference between integrals over detected magnetic and 
nonmagnetic transients is about seven orders of magnitude for pulse widths between 0.01 to 1 s (Fig. 3).

Conclusions
Numerical simulations of SERF and AM-NG co-magnetometers show a significantly stronger response of the 
latter to nuclear nonmagnetic spin perturbations. While the enhancement of the response due to the proton-
coupling stems from the high sensitivity of the co-magnetometer to the nuclear spin perturbations, a larger 
contribution of the neutron polarisation to the NG polarisation provides an additional enhancement of the 
co-magnetometer response to neutron pseudo-magnetic perturbation. At the same time, the response of both 
devices to the electron nonmagnetic spin perturbations is similar.

Our results demonstrate benefits of the co-magnetometer in searches for transient pseudo-magnetic spin 
couplings. On one hand, there is a suppressed response to low-frequency magnetic fields, which reduces noise 
of the device, on the other, due to “high-pass” magnetic-filter nature of the co-magnetometer, the device allows 
to differentiate between the magnetic and nonmagnetic transient responses, enabling a new way of identification 
of the observed signal nature. Specifically, the integral over time series signal for magnetic pulses has very small 
value, while it remains finite for nonmagnetic pulses. We also demonstrated that over a wide range of the pulse 
widths the energy of response to nonmagnetic perturbation is orders of magnitude greater than to magnetic-
field perturbation. Even thought, the energy difference decreases for shorter pulse length, hence pulse energies, 
the difference in the integrals over the responses to nonmagnetic and magnetic perturbations remains large 
(several orders of magnitude) for the pulses which can be detected with the co-magnetometer. The features of 
the co-magnetometer presented at this work demonstrate the capabilities of the co-magnetometer in searches 
for transient nonmagnetic spin couplings, i.e., the signals that are being searched by the GNOME.
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ABSTRACT

Here, we provide supplementary materials for the article Response of atomic spin-based sensors to magnetic and
nonmagnetic perturbations, which have been published in Scientific Reports.

Nonmagnetic interactions in SERF and AM-NG co-magnetometers
SERF magnetometer
The interaction-picture Hamiltonian, describing the evolution of AM electron spin S and AM nuclear spin I exposed to magnetic
field B and generic nonmagnetic spin perturbation ΞΞΞ, is given by

H = µBgsB ·S−µBgIB · I+χeΞΞΞ·S+χIΞΞΞ·I, (1)

where µB is the Bohr magneton, gS and gI are the electron and nuclear Landé factors, respectively, and χe and χI are the
electron and nuclear constants associated with nonmagnetic coupling strength. Since |gI/gS| ≲ 10−2, we can simplify the
Hamiltonian by neglecting the second term in Eq. (1).

In general, the anomalous field ΞΞΞ couples to protons and neutrons, thus we can factorise the nuclear coupling constant χI
into neutron and proton contributions

χI = σnχn +σpχp, (2)

where σn and σp define the the neutron and proton fractional contributions to the total nuclear spin of the AM and χn and χp are
the neutron and proton anomalous (dipole) coupling constants, respectively1. For the comparison of the response of the spins to
the magnetic and anomalous couplings, it is convenient to redefine exotic spin couplings in terms of effective pseudo-magnetic
field, which, for all perturbations yield

be =
χeΞΞΞ

gsµB
, (3a)

bAM
n =

σnχnΞΞΞ

gsµB
, (3b)

bAM
p =

σpχpΞΞΞ

gsµB
. (3c)

Substituting the effective pseudo-magnetic field into Eq. (1) allows one to write the interaction Hamiltonian H as

H = µBgS(B+be) ·S+µBgS(bAM
p +bAM

n ) · I. (4)

Using the Liouville equation

dρ

dt
=

1
ih̄
[H,ρ], (5)

where [, ] denotes the commutator, to describe the evolution of the density matrix due to the Hamiltonian H [Eq. (4)] allows us
to calculate temporal evolution of the AM density matrix in the considered case

dρ

dt
=

µBgS

ih̄

{[
(B+be) ·S,ρ

]
+
[
(bAM

n +bAM
p ) · I,ρ

]}
. (6)

1



At low fields and in the absence of hyperfine excitations, we can neglect hyperfine coherences in the AM atoms, which
leads to a block-diagonal form of the AM density matrix

ρ =

(
ρa 0
0 ρb

)
, (7)

where ρa,b corresponds to the Fa,b = I ±1/2 hyperfine state of the AM atoms2. The expectation values of AM electron spin
⟨Sa,b⟩ and AM total atomic spin ⟨Fa,b⟩ in the hyperfine states a and b are given by

⟨Sa,b⟩= Tr(Sa,bρa,b), (8a)
⟨Fa,b⟩= Tr(Fa,bρa,b). (8b)

Based on these definitions, evolution of the expectation value of the total atomic spin in the two hyperfine states is given by

d⟨Fa,b⟩
dt

= γe(B+be)×⟨Sa,b⟩+ γe(bAM
n +bAM

p )×⟨Ia,b⟩, (9)

where γe = µBgS/h̄ denotes the electron gyromagnetic ratio. We can further use the projection theorem3

⟨Sa,b⟩=
⟨Sa,b ·Fa,b⟩
F(F +1)

⟨Fa,b⟩=± 1
2I +1

⟨Fa,b⟩, (10)

and the relation between total angular momentum Fa,b and the nuclear spin Ia,b and electron spin Sa,b

⟨Ia,b⟩= ⟨Fa,b⟩−⟨Sa,b⟩=
(

1∓ 1
2I +1

)
⟨Fa,b⟩, (11)

to rewrite Eq. (9) into the form

d⟨Fa,b⟩
dt

=± γe

2I +1
(B+be)×⟨Fa,b⟩+ γe

(
1∓ 1

2I +1

)
(bAM

n +bAM
p )×⟨Fa,b⟩. (12)

In the SERF regime, the expectation values of the projections of the total atomic angular momentum with the magnetic
quantum number m are described with spin-temperature distribution4

⟨Fa,b, m|Fz|Fa,b, m⟩= memβ

Z
, (13)

where β is the spin-temperature parameter, which can be expressed as a function of the AM polarisation P

β = ln
(

1+P
1−P

)
, (14)

and Z is the partition function

Z = ∑
ma, mb

emβ , (15)

where indexes ma and mb denote the summation over all micro-states of the Fa,b hyperfine states.
In the considered case, the hyperfine components of the total atomic angular momentum Fa,b can be expressed through

ensemble-averaged total atomic spin ⟨F⟩

⟨Fa,b⟩= ka,b⟨F⟩, (16)

where ka,b are defined based on the spin-temperature distribution

ka =
∑ma memβ

∑ma, mb
memβ

,

kb =
∑mb

memβ

∑ma, mb
memβ

.

(17)
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After substitution of Eq. (16) into Eq. (12) and adding the equations corresponding to the hyperfine levels, one obtains

(ka + kb)
d⟨F⟩

dt
=

(ka − kb)γe

2I +1
(B+be)×⟨F⟩+ γe

(
(ka + kb)−

ka − kb

2I +1

)
(bAM

n +bAM
p )×⟨F⟩, (18)

which leads to

d⟨F⟩
dt

= γe
Q

2I +1
(B+be)×⟨F⟩+ γe

(
1− Q

2I +1

)
(bAM

n +bAM
p )×⟨F⟩, (19)

where Q denotes a dimensionless gyromagnetic ratio2

Q =
ka − kb

ka + kb
. (20)

Using Eq. (13), one can express the dimensionless gyromagnetic ratio Q of AM atoms with a given nuclear spin I using the
polarisation2

Q(P, I = 3/2) = 2− 4
3+P2 , (21a)

Q(P, I = 5/2) = 3− 48(1+P2)

19+26P2 +3P4 , (21b)

Q(P, I = 7/2) =
4(1+7P2 +7P4 +P6)

11+35P2 +17P4 +P6 . (21c)

In the description, it is convenient to introduce the slowing-down factor of the AM electron-spin expectation value, which
takes into account both hyperfine interaction and averaging over hyperfine levels2

q =
2I +1

Q
. (22)

Applying the projection theorem (10) in the Eq. (19) and taking into account Eq. (22) we can get the evolution of the
ensemble-averaged electron spin expectation value S, which is directly measured in SERF magnetometers

d⟨S⟩
dt

=
1
q

[
γe(B+be)×⟨S⟩+ γe

(
q−1

)
(bAM

n +bAM
p )×⟨S⟩

]
. (23)

Expressing the electron-spin expectation value ⟨S⟩ with the electron polarisation Pe

Pe =
⟨S⟩
S

, (24)

where S is an electron spin quantum number, and introducing the relaxation rate Re and pumping rate Rp of the electron
polarisation, we can write the equation fully describing evolution of the electron polarisation in the SERF magnetometer

dPe

dt
=

1
q

[
γe(B+be)×Pe + γe

(
q−1

)
(bAM

n +bAM
p )×Pe +(s−Pe)Re

p −RePe
]
. (25)

This equation is used in the main text for simulation of the SERF-magnetometer response to magnetic and nonmagnetic spin
perturbations.

Co-magnetometer
To describe the coupled spin dynamics of AM and NG atoms subjected to the magnetic and nonmagnetic spin perturbations, we
implement a similar approach to that described above. Since we consider the AM-NG co-magnetometer, we can use the result
of the previous section to describe the AM electron spin evolution in the presence of magnetic and nonmagnetic fields and only
consider the spin dynamics of NG atoms.

The evolution of the NG nuclear spins K in the presence of the magnetic field B and nonmagnetic perturbation ΞΞΞ is governed
by the Hamiltonian HNG

HNG =−µNgNGB ·K−χKΞΞΞ·K, (26)
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where µN is the nuclear magneton, gNG is the NG g-factor, and χK is the NG nuclear coupling to the anomalous field. In an
approach similar to that derived for the AM nuclear anomalous coupling, we divide χK into a part describing the neutron
coupling constant χn and proton coupling constant χp

1

HNG =−µNgNGB ·K− (χnσ
K
n +χpσ

K
p )ΞΞΞ·K, (27)

where σK
n and σK

p are the neutron and proton fractional contributions to the total NG nuclear spin K. It is also convenient to
introduce an effective pseudo-magnetic field for the NG spin

bNG
n =

χnσK
n

µNgNG
ΞΞΞ, (28a)

bNG
p =

χpσK
p

µNgNG
ΞΞΞ. (28b)

In such a case, the effective pseudo-magnetic field, affecting the NG nuclear spin bNG
N , has the following form

bNG
N = bNG

n +bNG
p . (29)

The Hamiltonian (27) leads to the following evolution of the NG nuclear spin expectation value

d⟨K⟩
dt

= γn(B+bNG
n +bNG

p )×⟨K⟩, (30)

where γn =−µNgNG/h̄ denotes nuclear gyromagnetic ratio of the NG.
For the complete description of the AM-NG co-magnetometer, we need to take into account interaction between the AM

and NG polarisations. Such interaction manifests as an effective magnetic field originating from polarisation of one atomic
ensemble, which affects another ensemble collocated in the same cell5

dPe

dt
=

γe

q
Bn ×Pe =

γe

q
λMnPn ×Pe,

dPn

dt
= γnBe ×Pn = γnλMePe ×Pn,

(31)

where Be and Bn stand for the fields stemming from the AM and NG polarisations, respectively. Those fields are defined by
the coupling parameter5 λ and the maximal magnetisations of the AM and NG (Me and Mn, respectively). The NG nuclear
polarisation Pn is defined in a following way (here K is NG nuclear spin quantum number)

Pn =
⟨K⟩
K

. (32)

Rewriting Eq. (30) in terms of the polarisation and adding the interaction between the polarisations from Eq. (31) along with
the collisional relaxation of AM Re

c and NG Rn
c , we get the complete description of the co-magnetometer in external fields by

combining this result with Eq. (25) dPe

dt = 1
q

[
γe(B+be+λMnPn)×Pe +(q−1)γebAM

N ×Pe +Rne
se Pn +(s−Pe)Rp − (Re

c +Ren
se )Pe

]
,

dPn

dt = γn(B+bNG
N +λMePe)×Pn +Ren

se Pe − (Rne
se +Rn

c)Pn,
(33)

where Rne
se and Ren

se rates of spin-exchange transfer of the polarisation from NG to AM and from AM to NG, respectively. This set
of equations is used in our main manuscript to analyse the response of the co-magnetometer to magnetic and pseudo-magnetic
spin perturbations.

Simulation parameters
For the numerical simulations presented in the main text, the parameters, given in Table 1, were used. The maximum effective
fields associated with interaction between the AM and NG polarisations were calculated based on

λMe =
8πκ

3
nAMµAMS,

λMn =
8πκ

3
NNGµNGK,

(34)
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where κ is the enhancement factor5 (see Table 1), nAM and nNG are concentrations of the AM and NG atoms, µAM and
µNG are the magnetic moments of the AM atoms and NG nuclei. We estimate the concentration of 39K at 190◦C using the
phenomenological formula based on Ref.6

nK =
1

kBT
103.4077−4453/T cm−3. (35)

Table 1. Complete list of parameters used for the simulations.

Parameter Value Units
Electron gyromagnetic ratio γe 2π ·2802.5 s−1mG−1

AM pumping rate Rp 600 s−1

AM total relaxation rate Re 1200 s−1

AM steady state polarisation Pe
0 0.5

AM nuclear spin I 3/2 h̄
System temperature 190 ◦C
AM concentration 1014 cm−3

AM-NG enhancement factor κ 6
NG concentration 3.5 1 amg ≈ 2.69·1019 cm−3

NG gyromagnetic ratio γn 2π ·3.24 s−1mG−1

NG relaxation rate Rn 5 ·10−5 s−1

NG steady state polarisation Pn
0 0.05

NG nuclear spin K 1/2 h̄
Maximum AM electron effective field λMe 0.067 mG

Maximum NG effective field λMb 25 mG
Compensation magnetic field Bc -1.31 mG

Amplitude of the probe periodic perturbation A0 10−4 mG
(normalised to NG proton perturbation)

Analytical solution for the frequency response of the co-magnetometer
In this section, we present a simplified model that enables derivation of analytical relations for the response of the co-
magnetometer to the magnetic and nonmagnetic perturbations. The model follows the investigations presented in Ref.7 and
extends the previous results by analysing the response to non-magnetic spin couplings. The obtained results are used to validate
the numerical simulations presented in the main text.

As the starting point, we take the system described by Eqs. 11 from the main text. For the analysis, we introduce a complex
notation of the polarisation and transverse fields

Pe,n
⊥ = Pe,n

x + iPe,n
y ,

B⊥ = Bx + iBy.
(36)

The effective pseudo-magnetic fields due to nonmagnetic couplings can be introduced in similar manner. We also assume that
the transverse perturbations are weak, so that, during the system evolution the changes of the longitudinal polarisations Pe

z and
Pn

z are negligible

Pe,n
z ≈ Pe,n

0 .

Under these assumptions and notation, the evolution of the transverse polarisation P⊥ = (Pe
⊥,P

n
⊥)

T can be presented as

d
dt

P⊥ =

(
i γe

q (Bz +λMnPn
z )− Re

q −i γe

q λMnPe
z

−iγnλMePn
z iγn(Bz +λMePe

z )−Rn

)
P⊥− i

(
γe

q Pe
z
[
B⊥+be

⊥+(q−1)bAM
N⊥
]

γnPn
z (B⊥+bNG

N⊥)

)
. (37)

At the compensation point defined in Eq. (??) the above equation can be written as

d
dt

P⊥ =−

(
i γe

q λMePe
z +

Re

q i γe

q λMnPe
z

iγnλMePn
z iγnλMnPn

z +Rn

)
P⊥− i

(
γe

q Pe
z
[
B⊥+be⊥+(q−1)bAM

N⊥
]

γnPn
z (B⊥+bNG

N⊥)

)
. (38)
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We solve Eq. (38) for each type of perturbation independently.
In the complex notation magnetic or nonmagnetic perturbations defined in Eq. (??) have the following form

A⊥ = iA0 sin(2πνt) =
A0

2
(ei2πνt − e−i2πνt), (39)

where ν is the perturbation frequency.
As we are interested in a dynamic steady-state polarisation, the polarisation P⊥ needs to take the form

P⊥ = P+e2πνt +P−e−2πνt , (40)

where P± are the amplitudes of the components rotating clockwise and counter-clockwise with the frequency ν . The amplitudes
P± can be calculated using Eq. (38) and taking into account the orthogonality of e±2πνt .

Since the experiment is sensitive to the AM polarisation, in our analysis, we only focus on the polarisation. Below, we
present the solutions of Eq. (38) for magnetic, electron nonmagnetic, and nuclear nonmagnetic perturbations, denoted with the
subscripts magn, el, and nucl, respectively

Pe
±, magn =−

γePe
z

2q
(2πν ∓ iRn)B0

[2πν ± (ωe − iRe/q)][2πν ± (ωn − iRn)]−ωeωn , (41a)

Pe
±, el =−

γePe
z

2q
(2πν ±ωn ∓ iRn)Ae

0
[2πν ± (ωe − iRe/q)][2πν ± (ωn − iRn)]−ωeωn , (41b)

Pe
±, nucl =−

γePe
z

2q
(2πν ±ωn ∓ iRn)(q−1)AAM

0N ∓ωnANG
0N

[2πν ± (ωe − iRe/q)][2πν ± (ωn − iRn)]−ωeωn , (41c)

where B0 is the amplitude of the periodic magnetic perturbation [compare to A0 in Eq. (39)], Ae
0 is the amplitude of the

electron nonmagnetic perturbation, AAM
0N and ANG

0N are the amplitudes of the nuclear nonmagnetic perturbation of AM and NG,
respectively, with all A’s given in effective pseudo-magnetic units. The AM and NG Larmor angular frequencies ωe and ωn are
given by

ω
e =

γe

q
λMePe

z ,

ω
n = γ

n
λMnPn

z .

(42)

Finally, the x-component of the AM polarisation, i.e., the optically detectable component of the electron polarisation, can
be calculated as

Pe
x = Re(Pe

⊥) =
[

Re(Pe
+)+Re(Pe

−)
]

cos(2πνt)+
[

Im(Pe
−)− Im(Pe

+)
]

sin(2πνt) = Pe
c cos(2πνt)+Pe

s sin(2πνt). (43)

To compare this solution with the results of numerical simulations, one should present the former in the following form

Pe
x = S′ sin(2π f ′t +φ

′), (44)

where the parameters S′, f ′, and φ ′ are related to the system parameter by

f ′ = ν ,

S′ =
√

(Pe
s )

2 +(Pe
c )

2,

φ
′ = arccos

(
Ps

S′

)
sgn
[

arcsin
(

Pc

S′

)]
,

(45)

with sgn being the function returning the sign of the argument. It should be noted that the solution for the SERF magnetometer
can be obtained with the same method, by assuming Pn

z = Pn
⊥ = 0.

As shown in Fig. 1 in the main text, the analytical solution agrees well with numerical simulations (difference at a level of
0.2% or smaller), for both the SERF magnetometer and co-magnetometer, which validates the developed analytical model.
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